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CLASSES WILL RUN FROM DECEMBER 2nd-23rd
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Functional Circuit Training with a bodyweight interval between each 
station. A great class for all levels to burn fat and get funtionally fit! 

Old school Circuit Training with multiple stations for each muscle group.
Great feel good tunes and lots of fun, time to feel the burn! 

This Crossfit style class is contsantly varied and offers a new challenge 
every single workout! A fantastic way to get strong and super fit. 

If you love to train, you will love this class! Finish your week in style and 
complete our massive Crossfit style workout of the week!
 

High reps and even higher tempo! Every muscle group will be worked
with our studio barbells and plates. Follow playlists 1 to 4 as we take you 
through the BORNEPUMP journey.
 

Technique, form and above all, fun. Using our fantastic variety of  
punchbags, blast your way into great shape!

In this class you will be working with a partner to achieve a high calorie 
workout. Smash out 12 fun rounds with your partner to achieve an 
awesome workout!

Follow letter combinations that allow you to learn the moves and develop 
a fantastic progressive routine each week!
 

This class combines Latin and international music with fast and slower 
moves. 

Classic beats from the 90’s and 00’s! Get your groove on with clubfit with
our fantastic studio lighting that really gives you that club feel!

Club music and dance moves linked in with high calorie burn step aerobics.
The perfect mix!

We take you through a series of bodyweight workouts that build strength,
develop muscle tone and blast bodyfat! 

Suspension training using your own bodyweight. We take you through a
series of movements to train every muscle in the body.
 

The second BORNEPUMP class in our launch features big movements 
designed to get you strong! Heavier weight and lower reps to get you
strong and toned. Pair this class with SWEAT for the complete package.
 

Working with elements of yoga, tai-chi and pilates, BORNEBALANCE is a 
relaxing class that builds core strength and improves flexibility.
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search ‘Spivi’Book Now:

Check the app for FTP testing days

  and download now!

for more info visit www.bornefit.co.uk/borne2ride
JOIN OUR FACEBOOK GROUP! 
search “BORNE2RIDE” #borne2ride
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PERFORMANCE

RACE TO BASS

TEAM

POWER

METRICS TO ELECTRICS

BACK TO THE MOVIES

RIDE EDM

RIDE THE DECADES

An uplifting early morning workout with plenty of motivating beats to ride
to. Feel good atmosphere with standing and seated intervals make this 
class a serious calorie burner! 

This class gives you the full BORNE2RIDE experience, like no other 
workout. You will ride in team's of 7 working together to accumulate 
distance and calories as you work against the other teams in the class! 

This class is all about working at your power threshold! Power allows you 
work at the exact percentage needed to get the most out of these 
workouts! Utalising wattage and power percentage, this is a must do class
for anyone wanting to really build a strong fitness base on the bike!

A Drum and Bass themed class. The average speed of the class sits around 
a pumping 80-90rpm which makes for an exhilarating, bass banging 
workout! High tempo cycling make this class a must for anyone wants to
experience fast tunes and heavy sprints!

Feel good vibes with euphoric Electronic Dance Music. These classes are
all about just enjoying the music and the incredible atmosphere. Expect some
fantastic dance tunes and to be hitting a mix of heavy hill climbs and fast
 extended sprint efforts.  

This class is so much fun! Ride your way through past classics whilst the music
videos play on screen! Epic lighting and sing a long tunes make this class a 
workout not to be missed for anyone who wants a blast from the past!  

Our trademark BACK TO THE MOVIES class takes on a different theme each
week! With the instuctor in full fancy dress and the movies playing on the
screens this is the pinnacle of cycling and theatre. Bringing the incredible 
lighting and feel of the movies into the spin studio.  

RIDE THE VIBE
Fantastic tunes, great energy and awesome vibes. Ride to the rhythm 
through a high energy, fun filled and super exciting workout! This is great for 
all levels especially beginners who love to boogie!

SUNDAY SIXTY
This is a full 60 minutes of riding! The Sunday Sixty is not for the faint 
hearted! Rocking music and challenging scenery as you power your way 
through different stages in Europe. If you want to hit some serious milage on
Sunday morning, this is the class for you!  

The full indoor cycling workout. High speed work, heavy seated hill climbs,
average miles, watts and plenty more! This class is a brilliant all round 
workout. If you want the full training experience and to really increase
fitness levels, this is the class for you!

RISE

This class is all about hitting those metric points! We will be looking at 
wattage, rpm, miles and calories to name a few. Keep that performance 
high while we push it to awesome electric guitar tunes!


